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Drawing is a means of making an image, using any of a wide variety of tools and
techniques. It generally involves making marks on a surface by applying pressure
from a tool, or moving a tool across a surface. Common tools are graphite
pencils, pen and ink, inked brushes, wax color pencils, crayons, charcoals,
pastels, and markers. Digital tools which simulate the effects of these are also
used.
Value Scale- This is a ten step Value Scale (not including white) illustrating a
relatively consistent gradation of tones of grey, starting with white on the left
and ending with black on the right.

Now is your turn… if you only have an HB Pencil do your best to complete the
grid. If you have drawing pencils use them!
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Contour Drawing
A contour is the line which defines a form or edge - an outline. Contour drawing is the place
where most beginners start, following the visible edges of a shape. The contour describes the
outermost edges of a form, as well as dramatic changes of plane within the form.
Shoe Contour Drawing-Draw a shoes as realistically as you can using only one continuous line.
As you draw remember to constantly look back at what you are drawing and compare if the
line you are creating is matching the edge of the object you are drawing in length and angle.
Rules to Contour Drawing:
1. Use one continuous line.
You can’t pick up your pencil.
2. Draw as realistically as you can.
3. Do not erase.
4. Do not shade.
5. Add as many details as you can.

Shoe Contour Drawing
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Blind Hand Contour Drawing- In this exercise; DO NOT lift the pencil from the paper so
that the line is continuous, and most importantly, DON'T PEEK! Place the pencil and hand on
the page. Try to make your pencil follow every slight curve and bump. When you get to a
crease, follow it in then back out to the side and carry on. Don't rush!! Concentrate on
thinking about every detail. When you've gone all around the hand, stop and return to do all
the major lines that make your hand (knuckles and fingernails).

Blind Contour Drawing
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Gesture Drawing- The term "gesture drawing" defining characteristics are that the

drawing is done quickly and that its purpose is to capture the essence of subject, rather than
to present a realistic rendering of details. The speed and style of gesture drawing allow the
artist to effectively capture motion and to sketch out the general character of something in
motion, indispensable qualities if you want to draw an animal in your sketchbook or if you want
to make a quick sketch of a runner.

Gesture Drawing
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